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The Company

The Company
BUSINESS OVERVIEW

▪ Founded in 2010 by Adam Neumann,
Rebekah Neumann, and Miguel McKelvey
▪ Originally GreenDesk

▪ Commercial real estate company that

provides shared work spaces for startups and
other enterprises

▪

“A technology company”
SIGNIFICANT FUNDING ROUNDS

▪ Series A ( Apr 2010): $17.5 m raised
▪ Investor: DAG Ventures; Valuation: $97 m

▪ Series D-1 (Jul 2011): $198.8 m raised
▪ Investors: Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, T.Rowe
Price, etc.; Valuation: $5 b

▪ Series D-2 (May 2012): $156.2 m raised

▪ Investors: Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, T.Rowe
Price, etc.; Valuation: $5 b

▪ Series E (Jun 2015): $433.9 m raised

▪ Investors: JP Morgan, T.Rowe Price, Fidelity,
etc.; Valuation: $10.2 b

▪ Series F (Jul 2015): $690.6 m raised

▪ Investors: Hony Capital, Legend Holdings;
Valuation: $15.8 b

▪ SoftBank (Aug 2017): $4.4 b raised
▪
▪
▪
▪

Investor: SoftBank; Valuation: $21.1 b
Total Investment (Aug 2017 - date): $18.5 b
Peak Valuation: $47 b (Jan 2019)
Current Valuation: $8 b

KEY PLAYERS

▪ Adam Neumann - Co-founder and former
chief executive officer
▪ Rebekah Neumann - Co-founder and
Former chief brand officer
▪ Masayoshi Son - founder and chief
executive officer of SoftBank
EARLY “RED FLAGS”

▪ Adam Neumann’s personality
▪ Aspirations to become leader of the world, live
forever, and amass more than $1 trillion in
wealth
▪ Cereal box with cannabis on private jet
▪ Plunge pool in office, infrared sauna, drives
white Maybach, $60 m private plane
▪ Summer camp retreats

▪ Rebekah Neumann’s “mojo”
▪ Reputation of firing employees because she
didn’t like their energy

▪ 2016 firing scandal
▪ 7% of employees fired in 2016
▪ “Move was tough, but necessary to cut costs
and the company would be better because of
it.”
▪ Shot glasses of tequila, live concert of
Run-D.M.C. performing “It’s Tricky.”
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The Rise

The Rise
What led to WeWork’s ballooning valuation?

1

Adam’s Vision
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Investors’ Funding

Masayoshi’s Optimism

Placeholder
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The Rise
ADAM’S VISION

▪ Open WeWorks all across the world
▪ 45,000,000 sq/ft in real estate
▪ Largest private landlord in New York, Washington, London
▪ Companies such as Verizon, SalesForce, IBM moved employees to WeWork office spaces

▪ WeLive, WeGrow, WeBank, WeSale, WeSleep, WeFly, WeMars
▪ A technology company
▪ “Physical social network”
MASAYOSHI’S OPTIMISM

▪ SoftBank’s Vision Fund
▪ Largest technology investment fund in the world
▪ $100 b in assets, largely from Saudi Arabia

▪ Gut-decisions
▪ $20 m investment in Alibaba (34.1% stake)–BABA IPO’d in 2014 at $90 b valuation
▪

“He had no business plan, but his eyes [were] very strong… strong eyes, strong shining eyes.”

▪ Investments in Slack, Uber, AirBnB
▪ 2014 tour of WeWork office with Adam Neumann
▪ Impressed by background music, sleek furniture, and VR
▪ After 12 minute tour, Masayoshi invests over $4 b in WeWork
▪ Doesn’t tell Adam to be conservative with this capital–explore your wildest visions
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The Filing

The Filing (August 14th, 2019)
THE NUMBERS

▪ H1 19 net losses: $904 m
▪

On $1.54 b in revenue (86% year-over-year growth)

▪ Lease obligations: $47.2 b
▪

Long-term leases supported by short-term tenants

▪ Valued at 10x market cap of rival IWG
▪

IWG: Switzerland-based company, filed for ch. 11 bankruptcy in 2003

▪ “Tech” 123 times
▪

S-1: “Technology is the foundation of our global platform.” 1,000 engineers / 12,5000 employees
THE CONFLICTS

▪ “We” trademark
▪ Neumann trademarked “We,” then sold it back to his own company for $5.9 m

▪ WeWork’s property
▪ Neumann bought buildings that WeWork was leasing, then paid himself millions

▪ “Community”
▪ Word “community” listed more than 150 times
▪ Lingo of self-help and creating community, “selling air”

▪ Inaccuracies / omissions
▪ New workspaces (August) = 273,000; New workspaces (September) = 106,000
▪ Total gross cost (August) = $1.3 b; Total gross cost (September) = $800 m
▪ No mention of $60 m Gulfstream jet, Neumann’s stock sales, Neumann’s position on compensation committeee
▪ “Two graphs portraying a typical location going from “-$” to “+$,” with no y-axis showing the actual dollar amounts being
9
depicted.”

The Filing
WeWork vs. IWG
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The Fall

The Fall
THE AFTERMATH

▪
▪
▪

September 5th, 2019: WeWork slashes evaluation from $47 b to $20 b
September 17th, 2019: WeWork postpones IPO
September 24th, 2019: Adam Neumann steps down as CEO
▪ Remain non-executive chairman; new co-chairmen: Artie Minson and Sebastian Gunningham
▪ JP Morgan offer: $3 b loan in exchange for equity

▪ October 22nd, 2019: SoftBank boosts stake in WeWork
▪ Chose rescue offer from SoftBank over JPMorgan
▪ Values WeWork at $8 b, gives SoftBank 80% stake in WeWork
▪ SoftBank to allow Neumann to sell $970 m of shares (⅓ his stake), help him repay $500 m loan facility led by JPMorgan,
and will pay him $185 m in consulting fees
▪ Neumann to step down as chairman, but will remain observer and hold minority stake
▪ SoftBank’s Marcelo Claure to succeed Neumann as executive board chairman
▪ Originally, Neumann’s shares worth 20 votes each; now, all We shares worth one
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The Lessons Learned
THE CATALYSTS

▪

Power of big money
▪ SoftBank (Masayoshi Son), JPMorgan (Jamie Dimon), Mark Schwartz, Benchmark Capital (Michael Eisenberg)
▪ Allowed Neumann to make and consider irresponsible purchases (spent hundreds of $ m on tech companies,
considered buying Cushman & Wakefield and Sweetgreen Inc.)

▪

Greed
▪ Son pushing Neumann to make riskier bets
▪ Jamie Dimon and other bankers championing WeWork to obtain coveted IPO assignment
▪ Outside board directors’ irresponsible votes, allowing Adam Neumann to:
■
buy buildings to lease to WeWork
■
have long-term voting control of the company
■
sell and borrow more than $1 b against his WeWork stake
■
purchase wasteful tech companies for hundreds of $ m (Meetup.com, Conductor, Flatiron Academy)

▪

Danger of “all-powerful founders”
▪ Neumann restructured WeWork’s stock so his shares were worth 10x the vote of a normal one
▪ Neumann’s potent voting stocks enabled him to replace board at will

▪

Growing too fast
▪ In places like Manhattan, doubling WeWork spaces every year could drive up entire market
▪ Tough deadlines to open multiple new buildings a week; shipping couches by air to arrive on time, costing more than
couches themselves
▪ Goldman Sachs’ comparable companies: Salesforce.com, Amazon, Alibaba, Facebook, Alphabet
■
The difference, according to GS Pitch Deck: “You are scaling faster.”
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Questions?

